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Elemental dragons 5e

Large Component, NeutralArmor Class 14 (Natural Weapons) Hitting Point 114 (12d10 +48) Speed 30 ft., Swimming 90 ft. STR18 (+4) DEX14 (+2) CON18 (+4) INT5 (-3) WIS10 (+0)CHA8(-1) Resistance Assistance; bludgeoning, pierced, and interrupted from manic attacks Attacking Immunitage
Immunitage Poisoncondition Immune Exhaust, Replaced, Paralyze, petrified, poisonous, ternary, restrained, unconsciously dark 60 ft., Passive Perception 10Languages AquanChallenge 5 (1800 XP) Water Forms. The element can enter the unfriendly creature space and stop there. It can move into a
space as narrow as 1 inch wide without pressing. Iced. If the element takes cold damage, it partially freezes; its speed is reduced by 20 feet until the end of its next turn. ACTIONSMultiattack. The element performs two slam attacks. Slam. Melee Weapon Attack: +7 hit, reaches 5 ft., a target. Hits: 13
(2d8+4) bludgeoning damage. Wheel (Recharge 4-6). Each animal in the elementary space must make a DC 15 strength saving strength. On a failure, a target takes 13 (2d8+4) bludgeoning damage. Whether it is large or smaller, it is also replaced (escaped DC 14). Until this clusters finish, the target
reacts and cannot breathe unless it can breathe water. If the saving cast is successful, the target is pushed out of the elementary space. The element can replace one large beast or up to two medium or smaller creatures at one time. At the beginning of each of the elementary's turns, each target grappled
by it taking 13 (2d8+4) bludgeoning damage. An animal within 5 feet of the elementary can pull an animal or object out of it by taking an action to perform a DC 14 strength check and succeed. 5e SRD &gt;Gamemastering &gt;Monsters &amp; Foes &gt;Monsters by Type &gt;Elementals &gt; Major
Elemental, Neutral Evil Class 15Hit Points 312 (25d12 +150) Speed 40 ft., fly 80 ft. STR DEX VERSUS WIS CARRIAGE 27 (+8) 20 (+5) 23 (+6) 16 (+3) 15 (+2) 19 (+4) Saving Launch Dexterity +11, Constitution +12, Wise +8, Charisma +10Skills Arcana +9, Nature +9, Perception +14, Fly +11Damage
Lightning Resistance, Thunder; bludgeoning, pierced, and cutting from weaponS ZamDamage Immunitage Immunitage PoisonCondition Immunity due to fatigue, replace, paralyze, pertrified, poisoned, prone, contradict, unconsciously blind 60 ft., correlation 120 ft., Passive Perception 24Languages
Auran, CommonChallenge 17 (18,000 XP) Innate Spell. The elementary dragon spelling is Karisma (spell save dc 18, +10 hit with spell attack). It can discard this spelling needed for no material components. Legendary Resistance (3/day). If the dragon fails a saving cast, it can choose to succeed instead.
Multiattack. The Dragon makes three attacks: one with its bite and its two crew. Bite down. Melee Weapon Attack: +14 hit, reaches 10 ft., a target. Hits: 19 (2d10 +8) You pierced damage plus 10 (3d6) fire damage. Clash. Melee Weapon Attack: +14 hit, reaches 5 ft., a target. Hits: 15 (2d6+8) off damage.
Tailor. Mixed Attack: +14 hit, reaches at 15 ft., a target. Hits: 17 (2d8+8) bludgeoning damage. Breathing brling (Recharge 5–6). The dragon released a 60-foot cornea of superheated air that wrapped around the corners. Animals in the area must do a Constitution DC 21 thrown launch, take 63 (18d6) fire
damages on a failed fling, or half as much damage on a successful one. Whirlpool (Recharge 5–6). The dragon creates a tornado of a 30-foot ray centered on itself. Creature, other than the dragon, in the area can only move half the normal movements, non-fix attacks automatically fail, and all
unprotected flames are automatically evaluated. Large or smaller animals in the area must also succeed on a DC 21 strength saving force. On a failed saving disposal, the animal takes 20 (3d8+7) bludgeoning damage and is struck and pushes 30 in a random direction. On a successful saving launch, the
creature takes half the damage and is not otherwise affected. The dragon can take legend action 3, select from the options below. Only one legendary action option can be used at a time and only at the end of another creature's turn. The dragon spends legendary action at its turn start. Sensors. The
Dragon Wisely (Perception) checked. Tail attack. The dragon makes a heart attack. Fender Attack (Expense 2 Action). The dragon beat its wings. Every beast of 15 feet of the dragon must succeed on a DC 21 Dexterity escape throw or take 15 (2d6+8) bludgeoning damage and be hit to tene. The dragon
can then fly up to half its flying speed. This massive beast looks like a large dragon composed of air and steam. Its large wings are translicent wings and look like wisdom in smoke. His eyes are sockets to premiere in mysteries even if a glint of bright sunlight can occasionally be seen dancing across the
surfaces. Its big hearts seem like understanding smoke or steam and seems to seem to trail into nothing. The airplane is home to many creatures. But nobody is afraid as dragons when elementary. The great shapes and majestic hits the aura of brave souls. Air dragons are as evil as the brothers (other
dragons are inserted) and take joy and proudly in slavery over a settlement or village and destroy it with the big puffed wings. Watching the scary beasts run the sort of horror sparked some sort of perverse excitement of these dragons. Luckily, elementary dragons rarely enter the Materials plane. Dragon
elementary speakers like dragon clouds and muscle dragons and seek to kill them whenever they encounter. The average elementary dragon is 30 feet long. Dragons when elementary attacks by their swords, unleash a blast of superheated air, and then fly away. An elementary air dragon rarely, if ever,
touches the Earth. It often employs its hurricane defense to hit its most powerful prostitute creature, then withholding from the explosions and firearms to its breath or newest with its flaws and bites. Section Notice the Copyright Tome of © 2018, Frog Gods Game, LLC; Authors: Kevin Baase, Erica
Balsley, John Pexx Barnhouse, Christopher Bishop, Casey Christofferson, Jim Collura, Andrea Costantini, Jayson 'Rocky' Gardner, Zach Glazar, Meghan Greene, Scott Greene, Shoots Hawvermale, Travis Hawvermale, Ian S. Johnston, Bill Kenower, Patrick Lawinger, Rhiannon Louve, Ian McGarty,
Edwin Nagy, James Patterson, Nathan Paul, Patrick N. Pilgrim, Clark Peterson, Anthony Pryor, Greg Ra Robert Schwalb, G. Scott Swift, Greg A. Vaughan, and Bill This Creature Beast looks like a 30 foot dragon long composed of Stone and Earth. Its large wings glisten like polished rocks. Its eyes are
deep grey and roar it seems to shake the Earth itself. Black sense 60 ft.; Perception +28 BUMPER AC 26, Touch 8, Flat-foot 26 (+18 natural, -2 size) hp 252 (24d10 +120) Yukon +13; Ref +14; Is +15 Earth's defensive ability masterful; DR 10 / Magic and Cold Iron; Immune component treats OFFENSE
speed 20 ft., flying 100 ft. (poor), burrow 20 ft. Melee Mode +35 (2d8+18), 2 bursts + 35 (2d6 +12), 2 wings +32 (1d8 +12), sporting tail + 32 (2d6 + 18) Space 15 ft.; Reach 10 ft. (15 ft. and bite) Special Assault Sulfur Gun (50 ft. cone, DC 29, 14d8 Fire and Popping) STATISTIC STR 35, Dex 10, Con 20,
Int 10, Russia 12, Cha 10 Base at +24; CMB +38; CMD 48 (52 vs. Tour) Feat Ability Focus (Sulfur Gun), Blind-Fighting, Cleave, Flyby Bow, Great Cleave, Hover, Multiattack, Power Attack, Snatch, Rich Vital, Weapon Focus (Bite), Weapon Focus (Clash) Skills Fly +19, Intimidating +27, Knowledge



(nature) +27, Knowledge (aircraft) + 27, Perception +28, Survival + 28 Common Language, Terran Asimulation SQ, Freeze, Melt and Special Asimulation Special Rock (Su) When a dragon slays elementary dragons an opponent, he dehydrated the body with its brimstone and pulverize their bones. The
rest is then absorbed in the dragon's body. An accumulated animal can only be restored to life by using wishes, miracles, or true resurrections, but even then there is a chance 50 that like to fail powerful magic. Snore Gun (Su) elementary weapon of the dragon was a 50 ft dragon gun. in the sand and
gravel market. Earth Mastery (Ex) An elementary earth dragon takes a +1 bonus on attack and damages roll if both it and its enemies are handling the earth. If an opponent is airborne or the elementary dragon takes a -4 penalties on attacks and rolls damage. (Modifying these is not included in the stat
block.) Freeze (Ex) An elementary dragon can hold itself so always it appears to be a statue. An observer must succeed on a DC 20 Perception check to notice that dragons were the elementary really alive. The Meld of Stone (Ex) an elementary dragon can melt its body with any rock surface large
enough to accommodate its entire body. This is a standard action and has an unlimited duration ( can stay mixed as long as it wants). It otherwise looks like the melt of rock spell (20th caster level). Dragon tea elementary are most of the elementary dragons. Using large hearts of rocks or Earth crews,
they can destroy almost anything in short order. The majority of the time spent surfing in the plane in Earth's dedicated gems, minerals, and life forms of the simulator. On occasion, they mostly often plane to Materials by wrong (and sort) spells that usually live just long enough to regret their mistakes.
Dragons were the wrong elementary (perhaps the worst of the elemented dragons in addition to being the most despised) and despised most forms of their lives. They are rarely associated with other animals, though some are known to have deal with the occasional nutrition. Dragon elementary concrete
can't enter water; must be navigated underneath it or walk around it. The average dragon elementary ground is 30 feet long. Its roar can be heard up to 5 miles away. Dragons were elementary preferred to attack from snipers and secrets rather than using a direct front attack. An elementary Earth dragon
lies in wait using its freeze capacity or dissolved into rock capabilities with its dragon source of range. They are also found in surfing in the ground and surfing under the beautiful ones, so take total surprise. Slain's opponents dealt and absorb in the body of the dragon were elementary. dragons.
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